
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMEN'T OF ENVIITON M ENTAI. SERVICES

WAS]'E MANAGEMENT COT]NCII,

DocketNo.20-14 WMC

In re: Conservation Law Foundation, Inc. Appeal

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE RNPLY TO OI}JECTION

pursuant to Env-WMC204.15, North Country Environmental Services, Inc. ("NCES")

rnoves the council for leave to file a reply in response to CLF's objection to NCES's motion to

stay. NHDES assents to the relief sought in this rnotion; CLF objects to this motion.

1 . On Septem be1 21 ,2022,NC8,S filecl a motion to stay the council proceedings in

this matter pending the resolution of a declaratory relief petition filed in superior court on

Septenrber 20,2022. CLF ob.jectecl to NCES's motion on Septernbet26,2022'

2. NCES respecttully seeks leave to reply to CLF's objection regarding this rnotion.

The proposecl reply is contained in Attachment A to this motion.

3. The council's procedural rules do not provide a mechanism or procedure fbr filing

a reply in connection with a motion presented to the council. As noted in prior motions to the

council, Env-WMC 204.15(f1 permits a 
o'responseo'akin to an objection by apatty adversely

at1ectecl by the ruling sought in a rnotion, but the rules clo not address briefing beyond such a

response. NCES thus seeks leave from the council to reply to the CLF's objection to ensure that

the council has the benefit of NCES's fesponse to CLF's arguments.

4. permitting additional briefrng will advance the interests ofjustice and fairness in

this matter ancl ensure that the council has the benefit of comprehensive arguments when

considerilg NCES's motion. With its proposed reply, NCES seeks to answer CLF's argument
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and distinguish the superior court orders referenced in CLF's objection. NCES's reply also

appelds the actual orders that CLF relies upon to argue against NCES's motion.

5. Permitting NCES to reply to these objections is also consistent with the

aclministration of this case to date, as the parties have routinely been permitted to file replies in

motion practice throughout the case.

WHEITEFORE, NCES respectfully requests that the counoil:

A. Permit NCES to file the reply set forlh in Attachment A; and

B. Grant such other relief as justice requires'

Respectfully submitted,

NOITTH COLINTRY ENVIRONMENI"AL
SERVICES,INC.,
By lts A

Date: l013l22 B
Gould, Esq. (NH Bar No. 8165)

uo u I d b(i)cwbptt. con"t

Cooley A. Anoyo, t-isq. (NH Bar No. 265810)

a rrovoc {lt).c rvb pa. ctlnr

Morgan G. Tanafon, Esq. (NH Bar No,273632)

lafflfu&$iglqwbracPnr
CLEVELAND, WA'|ERS and BASS, P.A.

Two Capital Plaza, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 1137

Concord, NH 03302
Tel. (603) 224-7761
Fax (603) 224-6457
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certifu that, in accordance with the Pre-hearing Order issued on this matter on

June 8, 2021,the within document was this day sent by e-mail transmission to:

Jaime Marlinez, I.egal Coordinator (Jsimgfi"lda*iuez.@dgt'rhgav)
Office of the Commissioner
NHDES Legal Unit
29 Hazen Drive, PO Box 95

Concord, NI{ 03302-0095

Michael Wimsatt, Director (Michael' Wi nr sa fi r. d)des'n h. gQv)

NHDES Waste Management Division
2gHazen Drive, PO Box 95

Concord, NI{ 03302-0095

K. A l l en B ro o ks, E sq. (K *[er$re-aksG)dqiJh.gti-v-)
NH Department of Justice
Office of the Attorney General

33 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301

J oshua C. Harri son, Esq. (Jbglrue-Qi la$ iliut$)dgi -uh-ggY)

Assistant AttorneY General
Office of the Attorney General

Environmental Protection Bureau

33 Capitol Street
Concord, NII03301

Thomas F. Irwin, Esq. (T[w1,rfiIc$':Xg)
Heidi T'rimarco, Esq. ([l l"u:neigsft)slf,qrg)
Conservation Law Foundation
27 North Main Street

Concord, NH 03301

Date: l0l3l22
Esq
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ATTACIIMENT A



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPAIITMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
WASTE MANAGEMENT COLTNCIL

DocketNo.20-14 WMC

In re: Conservation Law Foundation, Inc. Appeal

TO CLF' ON TO ST

North Country Environmental Services, Inc. ("NCES") submits the following reply to

CLF's objection to NCES's motion to stay.

What is conspicnous about CLF's objection to the motion to stay is its failure to confront

the principal arguments NCES has made in support of the motion. By failing to acknowledge or

explain its decisiol not to challenge Mt. Carbemy's most recent approval, CLF tacitly adrnits that

its objective is not the enforcement of the capacity need requirement but the targeting of

indivictual disposal facilities, a goal that is incompatible with the uniform application of the law.

Ilstead of adclressing the merits of a stay under all of the circumstances of the case, CLF offers

the diversionary claim that NCES has macle inconsistent arguments in two other cases but does

not make the slightest effort to establish that the two cases are analogous to this one. CLF

maintains that NCES ,'could have" undertaken discovery or advanced certain arguments during

the pendency of CLF,s appeal but ignores both the limited j urisdiction of the council and New

Hampshire law holding that the kind of preclusion CLF seeks to apply does not exist in cases

like this.

CLF's objectiol sidesteps one of the most compelling reasons for a stay, and that is the

immediate risk of unequal application of the law. CLF represented to the council that it has

standing to brilg this appeal in part because its members, "as New Hampshire citizens," are
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adversely affected by the state's "failure to meet its waste reduction goal and waste management

hierarchy" and the permitting of a landfill that "does not satisff the substantial-public benefit

requirement." CLF Obj. to Mot. to Dismiss (2119121) at tf8 (quoting Notice of Appeal). Much as

CLF r-r.ray wish to portray itself as a private attorney general, however, in f'act its litigation

strategy is driven by its ideology, not any altruistic interest in the rule of law. This is borne out

by its clecision not to appeal the Mt. Carberry facility's most recent expansion approval despite

NHDES,s use of exactly the same capacity need methodology as CLF has persuaded the hearing

officer is ullawful in this appeal. The fact that CLF has appealed the most recent approvals

received by Waste Management of New Hampshire and NCES but not the approval obtained by

the Mt. Carberry facility reflects its opposition to privately-owned waste disposal facilities and

preference fbr publicly-owned facilitiesr. Rather than seek to persuade the legislature that

disposal capacity should be publicly owned on policy grounds, Cl,F has attempted to use the

council appeals process to accomplish the same thing indirectly. It is understandable that CLF

would want the valiclity of waste disposal facility permits to depend on whether cLF chooses to

appeal an individual permit, but that is antithetical to the fundamental principle that the law must

apply equally to identically situated parties. See In re Sandra H',150 N.H. 634, 637 (2004)'

CLF has created the circumstance in which NCES's Stage VI approval is at risk as a

result of the hearing officer's decision, yet Mt. Carberry's 2022 approval remains unclouded for

the time being despite NHDES's use of the identical capacity need methodology it employed to

grant the Stage VI approval. This means that NCES faces the prospect of losing the right to

operate Stage VI because NHDES did not use the pure function of time approach in granting the

r The Mt. Carberry facility is ownecl by the Androscoggin Valley Regional Ref-use Disposal District

(.,AVRRDD,,), a municipality under ).iew Hampshire law. The facility is regulated as a commercial

iandfill because it does not restrict the waste it ieceives to that generated by the communities comprising

AVRRDD. See RSA 149-M:11, VII'
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Stage VI permit but, absent a separate challenge to its most recent expansion approval, Mt.

Carberry will be able to construct and operate its next expansion notwithstanding that NHDES

did not use the pure function of time approach in granting Mt. Carbeny's permit. These

irreconcilable outcomes also contribute to significant uncertainty fbr future applicants like

Granite State Landlill, LLC (.'GSL"), in terms of how to satisfy the capacity need requirement.

Only the courts have the.jurisdiction2 to resolve such oonflicts and declare the law in a tnanner

that results in all similarly situated parties being treated equally.

Similarly, instead of addressing the merits of a stay in terms of tl-re need for an

authoritative construction of the law in the face of four competing interpretations, the existing

disparate applicatiol of the capacity need requirement, the insufficiency of rehearing as a mealls

to litigate newly created issues, and the conservation ofjudicial resources, CLF argues

emphatically that NCES "could have"3 contended that the NHDES decision at issue in the appeal

applied the wrong capacity need standard. See CLF Obj. (9126122) at2-6, The evident pu{pose

of this argument is to suggest that NCES is somehow precluded frorr making that contention

now. To make this argument, however, CLF must disregard both the nan'ow appellate

2 CLF devotes much of its objection to arguments maintaining that the superior court lacks jurisdiction

over the declaratory relief action. That, however, is not an issue within the council's authority to decide'

Even if, as CLF poritr, the superior court has no jurisdictiorl over the declaratory relief claims, the stay

NCES has requestecl would eipire upon dismissal by the superior cout't, and the council could

irnmediately i"ru,11. its consideration of the other nrotions pending befbre it' If, on the other hand, tl-re

superior court finds, as NCES expects, that it has exclusive statutory jurisdiction-to declare the meaning

and constitutionality of RSA 149-M:11, V, CI.,F identifies no prejudice to itself from deferring a hearing

and ruling on the motion fbr rehearing until the council has the benefit of the superior court's construction

of the statute.

3 CLF draws exactly the opposite conclusion frorn NCES's reservation of rights as it should have' It is

true that NCES reserved its'right iri its prehearing memorandum to argue that the partial function of time

approach is contrary to the lariguage of the statute and its historical interpretation, but the reason NCES

reierved thatargument is because the issue before the council was tlie lawfulness and reasonableness of

the decision to issuethe Stage vl pennit, not the meaning of RSA 149-M:11, V, as an abstract

proposition.
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jurisdiction of the council and decisional law to the contrary. Again, the council's jurisdiction is

limited to whether - on the grounds assefted by the appellant in the notice of appeal - a specific

decision by the Departrnent is unlawful or unreasonable. RSA 2l-O:14,I-a(a). CLF's notice of

appeal challengecl NHDES's use of the partial function of time approach (Notice of Appeal

(Illgl20) at 3), and NCES defended the agency's decision. CLF offers no reason why the

recipient of a permit would challenge the agency's rationale underlying the permit on appeal, and

it cites no authority for the notion that in defending its permit a permittee must advance or lose

arguments that would undermine the permitting deoision. Rather, CLF simply ignores New

Hampshire law holding that a party that receives a permit has no legal interest or obligation to

clrallenge legal errors in the permitting decision. See City oJ'Portsmouth v. Schlesinger, 140

N.H. 733, 735 (1996) (no obligation to raise a defense or take a "counterintuitive" position when

a party procured approval it sought); see also Beaudette and Graham Co. v. Therrien, 81 N.H.

lI7,118 (1923) (a party is oonot called on to object or except" until aggrieved by a ruling,

direction, or judgment).

Much the same is CLF's contention that NCES "fully participated" in this appeal from

the outset and thus had opportunity to obtain discovery and build a record to support the

arguments NCES has made on rehearing in response to the hearing officer's order. CLF Obj.

(9126122) at 5. Again, what controls the scope of a councit appeal is the decision reached by

NHDES and the particular challenges the appellaril raises in the notice of appeal. See RSA 21-

O:14,I-a(a) (requiring appellant to list "every ground upon which it is claimed that the decision

complained of is unlawful or unreasonable"); Env-WMC204.02(b) (listing requirements for

notice of appeal).
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CLF offers no explanation of how the constitutionality of RSA 149-M:11 and the

administrative gloss on the capacity need criterion were relevant to CLF's claims in its notice of

appeal, which challenged the Department's capacity need finding where o'for the majority of the

permit's operatilg periocl DES found no capacity need, and only determined there to be a

capacity need lbr one year, and then not until 2026.- Notice of Appeal (lll9l20) at 3. The

question on appeal was whether NHDES's application of the capacity need criteria with the

partial function of time standard was lawful and reasonable, not whether the pure function of

time approach is required by statute or whether the statute is constitutional. Those issues only

became germane when the hearing officer issued his order declaring that the partial function of

time test does not satisf,' RSA 149-M:l 1, v'

CLF asserts that NCES has argued against the exercise of the superior court's jurisdiction

in two previous actions. CLF Obi. (9126122) at 6. While that is true, the courtso orders in those

cases, which CLF did not see fit to include with its objection, make clear that the rationale for the

courts, rejection clf CLF's claims has no application here. In the Grafton Superior Court

proceeding, for example, cLF sought to enjoin NCES',s Stage VI operations pending the

resolution of this council appeal. See CLF.v. NCES,order (5ll4l2l), Grafton Superior Court,

Docket No. 215-20 2I-CV -1g (Exhibit A) at 2. cLF attempted to utilize the judicial process to

impede all operations of the NCES expansion pending the outcome of this appeal before the

council by seeking injunctive relief. The court's analysis considered two superior court orders in

which the court exercised equitable jurisdiction despite the availability of administrative

alternatives when o.the issue presented by the party is a pure question of law or where a potential

due process violation has occurre d.' Id. at 6. The court could only grant the injunction by

deciding the likelihood of success on the merits of the council appeal, and thus it appropriately
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recognized that CLF "ask[ed] the court to essentially step into the shoes of the WMC to

determine the merits of its appeal and to supplant the authority of the DES to issue permits." Id'

at 3 and 8. It therefore denied the motion for injunctive relief.

None of the factors thatiustified NCES's arguments against superior courtiurisdiction in

that action apply here. The court is not asked to evaluate a question of fact that was presented to

tl-re council, nor are the court's equitable powers invoked to resolve the lawfulness or

reasonableness of a 
oodepartment decision." Instead, the court is asked to declare the meaning

and constitutionality of the statute, something it is uniquely positioned to do. See Claremont

School Dist. v. Governor,l43 N.H. 154. 158 (199S) (acknowledging the court's duty to

,,interpret the constitution and say what the law is"). Any ancillary factual issues in the

declaratory relief action, like the existence of an adrninistrative gloss, can be resolved by the

court without encroaching on the iurisdiction of this council, as such questions are beyond the

limited juris<liction of the council as described in RSA 2l-O:14,I-a.

In the Merrimack Superior Court litigation CLF sought parlicularly draconian relief:

precluding NHDES from issuing solid waste permits until NHDES adopted a new state solid

waste plan. Cl,F v. NHDES,Order (511 lzl),Merrimack Superior Court, Docket No. 217'2021-

CV-0092 (Exhibit B) at 1 and 6. It sought (among other things) a declaration that NHDES was

violating statutory solid waste planning and regulatory requirements. Id' at I. GSL intervened in

that litigation, along with Waste Management of New Hampshire and AVRRDD, to challenge

the relief sought by CLF's paperc. Id.

Although the court observed that the statute requires updates to the plan, and NHDES

conceded that it had failed to make such revisions, the court's analysis for the declaratory relief

claim turned on ripeness , Id. at 15. While declaratory judgment is proper where the "question is
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one peculiarly suited to judicial rather than administrative treatment and no other adequate

remedy is available," the court determined that CLF had an adequate remedy through the appeals

process, as it could raise the issue in an appeal (as, indeed, it already had in this appeal) and

advance the matter to the state supreme court.a Id. at 15-16. To this end, while the questions were

"fit for judicial determination," the hardship to the parties was insufficient in view of the

remeclies available to CLF. Id. at 16 (brackets and ellipses omitted).

This rationale for the courl's rejection has no application here. The remedy of an

admilistrative appeal is no remecly at all for NCES and GSL. Unlike CLF in the two superior

court cases, NCES and GSL face an extant disparity in the application of the capacity need

requirement (ante at 1-3), and both are submitting applications to NHDES in the near term (in

the case of NCES) without any conclusive determination of the status of the Stage VI permit that

will support an application to construct Phase II of Stage VI or (in the case of GSL) without a

construction of the statute that will enable it to discern or meet the capacity need requirement so

that it can receive a standard permit for its proposed landfill in Dalton.

Evel if the hearing offrcer's order survives rehearing it provides no finality, as the

coulcil lacks authority to actually make a declaration or compel fuither action by NHDES. See

RSA 21-O:14, I-a(b). Instead, the council can ouly remand the decision lbr further action to be

consistent with its cletermination, which leaves NCES's permit in a state of unceftainty pending a

supreme court appeal and places a cloud on existing and future approvals. 1d., RSA 2I-O:14'I-

a(c).

a Of courseo the council ultimately determined that NHDES did not act unlawfully or unreasonably by

issuing the permit in reliance on the 2003 solid waste plan. Order (5llll22) at 18-20.
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For the reasons set forth in this reply and the motion, NCES respectfully requests that the

council grant its motion to stay these proceedings pending the resolution of the declaratory relief

petition in the superior coufi.

Respectfu I ly subm itted,

NORTH COUNTRY ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES, INC.,
By Its A

Date: l0l3l22 By:
Bryan Gould, Esq. (NH Bar No. 8165)
gouldb(jl*vbpa.coA
Cooley A. Arroyo, Esq. (NH Bar No. 265810)

"n[Lq}la"p(rs-wb"p-a.con:-
Morgan G. Tanafon, Esq. (NH Bar No. 273632)
tanafbBm 1,'{i)ci.vbpa. cont
CLEVELAND, WATERS and BASS, P.A.
Two Capit al PIaza, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 1137
Concord, NH 03302
Tel. (603) 224-7761
Fax (603) 224-64s7
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I hereby certiff that, in accordance with the Pre-hearing Order issued on this matter on

.lune 8, 202I,the within document was this day sent by e-mail transmission to:

Jaime Martinez, Legal C o ordinato r (Jaime' E' Vlartin ez(g)d qs. nh, gQ v)
Office of the Commissioner
NHDES Legal Unit
29 Hazen I)rive, PO Box 95

Concord, NH 03302-0095

Michael Wimsatt, Director (Misha9"LV.uLldl€tds$-Ih*gav)
NHDES Waste Management Division
2gHazen Drive, PO Box 95

Concord, NH 03302-0095

K. Allen Brooks, Esq. (KAllen.Br:ooksi{idoj.nlt.gov)
NH Department of Justice
Office of the Attorney General

33 Capitol Street
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Concord, NH 03301

Joshua C. Llarison, Esq. (Joslrua. Cl..ll arr:ison./i4dqi. n h. gov)

Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attomey General
Environmental Protection Bureau
33 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301

Thomas F. Irwin, Esq. ('l'lfwin@),cll"qfg)
Heidi Trimarco, Esq. (ll'Irimarco(0clf,org)
Conservation Law Foundation
27 North Main Street

Concord, NI-l 03301

Date: I0l3l22
A. Arroyo, Esq
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